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abeysekera: Augmented Reality Monocle

Augmented Reality Monocle
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes a method to create an augmented reality viewer with a
comparatively small form factor. Four beam splitters of equal size are used in this
method with a larger single beam splitter. Three smaller video screens will be used
with three smaller focusing lenses while a larger video screen is used with one
larger focusing lens. The three projections of the three smaller video screens will
directly fall into three of the smaller beam splitters after being focused by the
smaller lenses. The projection of the larger video screen will fall into the remaining
small beam splitter after being focused by the larger focusing lens and after
reflecting off the larger beam splitter. The four smaller beam splitters are arranged
in a way that each beam splitter will get a projection from one of the video screens
from one of the four directions. The combined effect is the four beam splitters with
the assistance of the larger beam splitter and the four lenses combine the four
video footages of the four video screens to produce a one combined larger video
footage. The combined larger video footage will be reflecting off the beam splitters
towards the user’s right eye. And the video projection will be properly focused so
that the user can view the video footage.
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BACKGROUND
Augmented reality is an exciting field that has applications in many areas.
Nowadays in the augmented reality realm, two major issues are the large physical
form factor of the head mounted device and the narrow field of view.

DESCRIPTION
In this paper a method to create an augmented reality monocle with a
comparatively smaller form factor while offering a comparatively larger field of
view is disclosed. The main arrangement of this viewer is given by the diagram
below which is the rear view.
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The labelled parts are given below.
One:
The larger focusing lens
Two:
The larger video screen display
Three:
Smaller video screen display from top
Four:
Smaller focusing lens from top
Five:
Smaller video screen display from right
Six:
Smaller focusing lens from right
Seven:
Smaller video screen display from bottom
Eight:
Smaller focusing lens from bottom
Nine:
The large beam splitter
Ten:
The top left beam splitter of the beam splitter grid arrangement
Eleven:
The top right beam splitter of the beam splitter grid arrangement
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Twelve:
The bottom right beam splitter of the beam splitter grid arrangement
Thirteen:
The top bottom left splitter of the beam splitter grid arrangement
Fourteen:
The counter weight to balance the left side of the viewer.

The augmented reality monocle contains a grid of four smaller beam splitters and
a larger beam splitter connecting to the top left small beam splitter. Each small
beam splitter reflects a video footage. These video footages are projected by four
video displays and will be focused by four lens systems. A transparent counter
weight is used to balance the weight of the head mounted device. The combined
effect of the four small beam splitters (the grid of small beam splitters) will produce
a combined larger video footage which is focused. The working mechanism of this
augmented reality viewer is given below. (How the video footage is projected and
then focused into the user eye by the beam splitter grid). There are five types of
working mechanisms. They are,
One: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the top left beam splitter.
Two: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the top right beam splitter.
Three: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the bottom left beam splitter.
Four: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the bottom right beam splitter.
Five: the mechanism of how the transparent counter weight balances the
augmented reality viewer.
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One: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user’s eye by the top left beam splitter.
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Diagram one: the rear-view diagram
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Diagram two: the top view
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As given by the Diagram one: the rear-view diagram and the diagram three: the
right view, the larger video screen display (numbered as two) projects the video
footage into the larger focusing lens below it (which is numbered as one) as
indicated by the green arrow.
Also, as given by the Diagram one: the rear-view diagram and the diagram three:
the right view, the larger lens (numbered as one) focuses the projection and let it
fall into the larger beam splitter (numbered as nine) as indicated by the red arrow.
As given by the Diagram one: the rear-view diagram and the diagram three: the
right view, the focused projection that fell onto the larger beam splitter (numbered
as nine) will reflect off it and will travel towards the smaller beam splitter
(numbered as ten).
As given by the Diagram two: the top view and the diagram three: the right view,
the focused projection that travelled towards the smaller beam splitter (numbered
as ten) reflects off the smaller beam splitter and will travel towards the viewer’s
eye.

Two: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the top right beam splitter.
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Diagram one: the rear view
As given by the diagram one: the rear view, the smaller video screen display
(numbered as three) projects the video footage into the smaller focusing lens
(numbered as four). After being focused by the lens, the video footage projection
will fall into the smaller beam splitter (numbered as eleven) which is oriented
towards the user’s eye direction. The projection that was fallen onto the beam
splitter will reflects off it at right angle and will travel towards the viewer’s eye.

Three: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the bottom left beam splitter.
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As given by the diagram one: the rear view, the smaller video screen display
(numbered as seven) projects the video footage to the smaller focusing lens
(numbered as eight). The lens after focusing the projection, will let the projection
fall to the smaller beam splitter (numbered as thirteen) which is oriented towards
the user’s eye direction. The projection that was fallen onto the beam splitter will
reflects off it at right angle and will travel towards the viewer’s eye.

Four: The mechanism of how the video footage is projected and then focused into
the user eye by the bottom right beam splitter.
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As given by the diagram one: the rear view, the smaller video screen display
(numbered as five) projects the video footage onto the smaller focusing lens
(numbered six). After focusing the projection, the lens will let the projection fall to
the smaller beam splitter (numbered as twelve) which is oriented towards the
user’s eye direction. The projection that was fallen onto the beam splitter will
reflects off it at right angle and will travel towards the viewer’s eye.

Five: the mechanism of how the transparent counter weight balances the
augmented reality viewer.

Since there are beam splitter grid arrangement with the larger beam spitter is only
o the right side of the viewer, a transparent counterweight (example: a transparent
cube arrangement) is placed on the left side of the viewer.
The end result of all these mechanisms is that the viewer of this device will
experience a comparatively larger virtual field of view while maintaining a smaller
physical device form factor.
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